SI TECH AB has issued a Voluntary Recall Notice for specific Drysuit Inflation Valves. SiTech inflation valves can be found on BARE drysuits. Please see the attached letter for specific details about this recall. Please follow the directions contained in the Step-by-Step Guide should you identify a drysuit with a valve being part of this recall.

ALL RECALLED REPAIRS WILL BE HANDLED BY SITECH AND THEIR REPAIR CENTERS.

No valve is to be disassembled or serviced in any way outside of a SI TECH facility. Any inflation valve (mounted on a drysuit or as a spare) sold through Huish Outdoors will have a BARE Logo on the inflation button.

BARE Sports strongly suggests the following:

1. Check any drysuit purchased after April 2, 2019, to present as described in the attach documents for any valves within the Production Batch Codes.

Please contact your retailer where you purchased your drysuit or SiTech at the e-mail address listed below with any questions or if you have an affected valve. SiTech and their agents will respond to your e-mail within 48 hours.

Toll Free Number is 1.800.657.7736

If you have a valve subject to this notification, please provide your name, address, number of valves and a photo of the inside of the valve with the Batch code visible to the following address:
For North America (USA and Canada): sitech@oceanequipment.ca
Rest of the world: recall@sitech.se

RECALL DETAILS

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE